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 In the past ten years, China has emerged at 
the forefront of the world economy.  While news outlets 
focus on the placeless national statistics of China’s 
astounding growth, Country Driving: A Journey 
Through China from Farm to Factory captures 
changing definitions of work, family, and success for 
rural and small town citizens. 
 Though its subtitle suggests a single journey, 
Country Driving is best read as a collection of long 
drives and extended stays drawn from author Peter 
Hessler’s fifteen years in China as a reporter for the 
New Yorker and National Geographic.  With a 
journalist’s empathy and an adept understanding of 
Chinese culture, Hessler is well qualified to decode 
Chinese behavior and customs for the Western reader.  
Using a wildly inconsistent road atlas called 
“Sinomaps,” Hessler drives past World Bank slogans 
painted on the Great Wall, befriends a peasant family 
near Beijing, and stalwartly trails two comical factory 
owners who use (or perhaps abuse) their business wiles.  
The author’s eye for quiet irony makes him an 
enjoyable travel companion.
 In addition to the human element, Hessler captures the 
effects of an emerging automobile culture.  By American 
standards, Hessler’s twenty years of driving experience 
is commonplace, but in the Chinese countryside, his 
facility with the personal automobile is exceptional 
and even legendary.  Friendly townspeople often try to 
buy him a drink, using arguments like, “Most people 
here have only been driving for a year or two.  With so 
much experience, of course you can drink something!”  
Indeed, even though most Chinese people start driving 
in their 30s because 
of the stringent driving tests and financial barriers, this 
subset nonetheless generated an 80 percent increase in 
passenger car sales in 2003 alone. 
 In another series of travels, Hessler drives along a 
highway expansion project through towns transformed by 
new industries.  In place of less profitable industries like 
fishing and agriculture, entrepreneurs now capitalize on 
producing massive quantities of a single specialty product. 
“Button City,” a town of 64,000 residents, produces 70% 
of the buttons for clothes made in China.  Other towns, for 
example, manufacture one quarter of the world’s drinking 
straws, one-third of all socks, or 40% of all neckties.
 While China’s cities are undeniably bursting with 
opportunity, Hessler witnesses the darker side of the 
central government’s involvement in rural economic 
development.  The author meets a man whose village 
digs vacant holes, ostensibly to support a World Bank 
project that is showcased to outsiders as a tree-planting 
campaign.  Local officials embezzle the seedling funds 
for their personal use, while workers accept an abysmal 
daily wage of five packages of five-cent ramen noodles. 
The underlying motivation is that their participation 
buys them continued, critical state funding to cope with 
regional drought issues.
 Hessler’s book connects readers to the unnoticed 
villages of a country whose urban accomplishments 
continue to surprise itself and the world.  China’s 
transportation experience thus far has been vastly 
different from the U.S., where railroads and automobiles 
enabled the settlement of new frontiers.  Rather than 
inviting people into the countryside, roads in China have 
instead brought them into urban areas.  Country Driving 
is a compilation of chance encounters and observations 
about this new Chinese way of life.  This book provides a 
colorful and varied glimpse for any planner curious about 
the on-the-ground effects of China’s relentless economic 
and social evolution. 
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